
   
  Introduction  
 

 
What is Operational Excellence (OpEx)? 

Operational Excellence drives the “management cycle” with skills, capabilities, mindsets, and processes to 
deliver performance and organizational health and continuously improve our departments. 

What is Show Me Excellence? 

Show Me Excellence brands our operational excellence efforts with an emphasis on building a community of 
team members with similar OpEx skills, capabilities, mindsets to deliver impact at the department, team, and 
project levels.  Show Me Excellence capabilities include everything from delivering on strategic placemat 
initiatives to continuous improvement projects using Lean or Six Sigma methodology and everything in 
between.   

Why is Show Me Excellence and continuous improvement important to the State of Missouri? 

• To reduce waste and increase efficiency in the work we do to add more value to our citizens.  
• These playbook tools create common language on a shared problem-solving approach as we continue to 

grow capabilities. Many of the tools and methods shown in this playbook are enabled through principles 
of Lean and Six Sigma methodology which has been enhanced and spun into process and operational 
excellence best practices.  

• The State of Missouri uses these world-wide standards and best practices to create a mindset of 
continuous improvement. 

 

What is this playbook for? 

The playbook is designed to help the State of Missouri departments better understand the mindset of problem 
solving and the methods available through operational excellence. The playbook focuses on an organizational 
improvement philosophy and the set of methods that are common to the State of Missouri through shared best 
practices around the world. In this effort, we take a “Show Me” approach through describing each tool in detail 
along a common problem-solving map.  
 
Who is this playbook for? 
 
This playbook is for team members who have gone through Lean or Lean Six Sigma training and is intended to 
supplement that training. 

  
How to use the Show Me Excellence Playbook 
 
The Show Me Excellence Playbook provides State of Missouri team members with instructions on how to use a 
variety of problem-solving tools. Each tool is fully explained and may contain resources such as:  

• Reasons to use each tool 
• Step-by-step instructions 
• Examples and templates 
• Links to external training 
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